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Abstract

System Dynamics is a modelling paradigm that has been applied to a wide range of systems, from economic to
physical and from managerial to ecological. The main strength of the paradigm is its ease of use.
A System Dynamics modeller does not need to focus on equations; instead, models are expressed in terms of stocks
and flows. Modelica, on the other hand, is an equation-basedmodelling language capable of multi-domain modelling
using equations. It gives the user more freedom but requires more mathematical focus and skills.
Therefore, a unification of equation-basedmodelling and the SystemDynamics paradigm is seen as highly beneficial.
Advantages include the ability for System Dynamics modellers to use the tools available in the Modelica ecosystem.
Furthermore, it allows the integration of System Dynamics models into Modelica models.
To achieve this goal, we developed an XMILE-to-Modelica translator that maps System Dynamics models repre-
sented in the XMILE standard exchange format to Modelica models. We also applied a Modelica-to-Julia translator
to demonstrate the generality of the approach.
We translated several models to test the correctness of the translator. In particular, the Earth System Climate In-
terpretable Model (ESCIMO) was translated from its original version in the Vensim toolkit into the OpenModelica
toolkit, and a correct validation was obtained by comparing simulation results between simulators.
Our work improves tool interoperability and further demonstrates the feasibility of using Modelica as a unified,
standard language to integrate models created using System Dynamics, including large and complex socio-bio-
physical systems.

1 Introduction

Currently, there exists no single unified environment
for Modeling and Simulation (M & S). Instead, mod-
elers utilize several heterogeneous modeling environ-
ments and paradigms. Consequently, modeler know-
how and expert knowledge encoded in specific mod-
els are not necessarily available in all environments.
The resulting branching for modeling practice imply
that unnecessary idealizations and simplifications are
made when modelers integrate concepts outside their
area of expertise in their models. While there ex-
ist frameworks and methodologies such as the FMI-
standard1 that allow modelers to utilize models de-
veloped in different tools by constructing Functional
Mockup Units (FMUs), these FMUs can then be sim-
ulated together using co-simulation or importing us-
ing model exchange (Gomes et al., 2018). However,
this introduces additional complexity into the resulting
composite model and thus complicates the analysis of
the model variables and equations. Furthermore, the
modeler may need to maintain models across a set of
heterogeneous tools.

1Accessed 2023-05-02: fmi-standard.org

In order to facilitate modeling knowledge sharing and
unify tools across different ecosystems, we present
our approach of integrating models from the modeling
paradigm System Dynamics (SD) into both the Model-
ica and Julia ecosystems by means of automatic trans-
lation: from XMILE into Modelica, and then from
Modelica into Julia demonstrating the usefulness of
Modelica as a unified equation-based language. To
this end, we translated a rather complex SDmodel, the
climate model ESCIMO (Earth System Climate Inter-
pretableModel) (Randers et al., 2016) to test the afore-
mentioned mapping. Furthermore, our approach also
includes:

• The possibility to export SD models encoded in
XMILE to FMUs.

• Integration of preexisting Modelica models into
SD models.

• Increase model exchange between the Modelica,
Julia, and SD communities.

• Increased tool support for SD models including
bifurcation analysis and visualization.

https://fmi-standard.org/
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• Interactive scripting of SDmodels in the Julia and
Modelica environments.

1.1 Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
We introduce System Dynamics, Modelica and Julia
in Section 2, Section 3, and Section 4 respectively.
Following these sections, an extended motivation be-
hind our work is presented in Section 6. The climate
model, ESCIMO used as the motivating example for
this work is presented in Section 5, the implementation
of the translator fromXMILE toModelica is presented
in Section 7, and the simulation results are presented
in Section 8. Finally, we outline directions for future
research in Section 9.

2 System Dynamics

SystemDynamics (SD) is a modeling paradigm devel-
oped by the group of Jay Forrester at MIT in the 1950s
(Forrester, 2007). In SD, modelers develop their mod-
els as webs of interacting positive and negative feed-
back loops, using the notion of stocks and flows as
building blocks. Stocks represent the accumulation of
an inventory (such as fish in a lake or cars at a dealer-
ship). Flows represent rates of change to such invento-
ries. Using these notations SD modelers can develop
models for complex systems, such as climate models
or large socioeconomic models, a well-known model
being the World3 global model (D. L. Meadows et al.,
1974). Several environments support SD modeling,
including Stella2, Vensim3, and Simantics System Dy-
namics4.
To increase operability between different tools in the
System Dynamics community, OASIS developed the
Interchange Language for SystemDynamics (XMILE)
standard5. XMILE is an XML-based open exchange
format that encodes System Dynamic models.

3 Modelica

Modelica is an equation-based object-oriented acausal
modeling language developed by the Modelica Asso-
ciation. Modelica aims to be a unified language for
equation-based modeling of (but not limited to) cyber-
physical systems (Fritzson, 2015). Several toolkits
support the Modelica language, including: Dymola6
by Dassault Systèmes, Modelon Impact by Mode-
lon7, and the OpenModelica environment (Fritzson et
al., 2020) by the Open Source Modelica Consortium
(OSMC).
2Accessed 2023-05-06 Stella
3Accessed 2023-05-02: Vensim
4Accessed 2023-05-06: sysdyn.simantics.org
5Accessed 2023-05-06: XMILE
6Accessed 2023-05-02: Dymola
7Accessed 2023-05-02: Modelon Impact

Modelica differs from the SD paradigm because it
supports both causal and acausal modeling and also
object-orientation. As a consequence, SDmodels may
be expressed in Modelica; however, not all Modelica
models can easily be expressed using classic SD no-
tation since Modelica is a more universally applicable
formalism.
Due to the universal application of the equation no-
tation of Modelica, there are libraries that can be used
for the development of SDmodels with Modelica, one
of the most well-known being the System Dynamics
visual library (Cellier, 2008). Also, Modelica tools
can be used for simulation as the backend of other
tools such as the Simantics System Dynamic Tools
(Lempinen et al., 2011). In this case, the models are
expressed using the SD formalism, and they are auto-
matically translated internally to Modelica to be sim-
ulated using the OpenModelica framework.

4 Julia

Julia is a programming language developed with a
strong focus on numerical computing along with pow-
erful metaprogramming capabilities (Bezanson et al.,
2017). In recent years, the Julia language has received
increased attention being awarded theWilkinson price
for Numerical Software in 2019. Due to this focus,
several M&S environments have been developed for
the Julia Language, with ModelingToolkit.jl (MTK)
(Ma et al., 2021) being one of the most well known.
To combine the power of Modelica and Julia, we have
previously developed a framework capable of trans-
lating Modelica models into Julia (Tinnerholm et al.,
2022).

5 The Earth System Climate Interpretable Model
(ESCIMO)

ESCIMO (Randers et al., 2016) is an SD model that
represents the global climate system, focusing on a
time range from 1850 to 2100, and including factors
such as fluctuations in sea levels and global tempera-
ture.
In an article published in Nature in 2020, the model
was extended to simulate the global climate up to the
year 2500. The model’s forecast predicts that even if
man-made greenhouse gas emissions were to stop in
2020, the global temperature would still continue to
rise (Randers & Goluke, 2020).
The main components of the ESCIMO climate model
and their interactions are depicted in Figure 1. The
ESCIMO model consists of 1181 equations and vari-
ables.

5.1 ESCIMO and Earth3

ESCIMO has previously been integrated as a sub-
model in a larger socio-bio-physical model named

https://www.iseesystems.com/store/products/stella-architect.aspx
https://vensim.com/
http://sysdyn.simantics.org/
http://docs.oasis-open.org/xmile/xmile/v1.0/xmile-v1.0.html
https://www.3ds.com/products-services/catia/products/dymola/
https://modelon.com/modelon-impact/
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Figure 1. The three sectors of the ESCIMO climate model
as described by (Randers et al., 2016).

Earth3.
The Earth3 model was developed to examine the ef-
fect on the planetary boundaries if 14 out of the to-
tal 17 global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
agreed by the UN in 2015 were to be fulfilled (Ran-
ders et al., 2019). The conclusion of the simulation
experiments are that it is not possible for humanity to
achieve these 14 SDGs while at the same time not vio-
lating the planetary boundaries by 2030 or 2050 if the
business-as-usual scenario (as defined by the author)
continues.

Figure 2. High-level overview of the Earth3 model where
a variant of the ESCIMO mode called ES-
CIMO+ and Earth3-Core are sub-models. The
dashed lines illustrate possible future feedback
loops.

A high-level overview of the model is depicted in Fig-
ure 2. The model consists of three key sub-models:

• The ESCIMO model that models the global cli-
mate.

• The Earth3-Core model that models the socio-
economic behavior.

• The performance model that calculates the per-
formance with respect to the SDGs.

The Earth3-Core model (Randers et al., 2019) was de-
veloped in Microsoft Excel as a spreadsheet model,
whereas ESCIMO+ was developed using the SD
paradigm, as previously discussed. In its current
formulation, without flows closing loops from ES-
CIMO+ back to Earth3-Core, a changing global cli-
mate will not affect the behavior of humanity as rep-
resented by the Earth3-Core model. Still, Randers et
al. emphasize that the lack of these feedback loops has
a greater effect on model variables after the year 2050,
which was beyond the duration of the simulation ex-
periment presented in the paper. This fact serves as
a motivation behind the work presented in this article
and, as explained in the introduction, translators from
one modeling paradigm to another can yield substan-
tial benefits.

6 Motivation

There exists a plethora of heterogeneousmodeling and
simulation tools. Although solutions exist that al-
low modelers to integrate models from different tools,
such as the FMI standard, not all tools support this. In
other cases, such as for the Earth3 model in Section
5, this is achieved by using the integration capabili-
ties of existing tools; however, as discussed, this also
imposes different limitations for each case. Simulat-
ing models using co-simulation adds extra complexity
such as the selection of suitable master algorithms and
a suitable step size, and might require mastery of sev-
eral modeling paradigms as well as domain-specific
tools in order to develop and maintain several mod-
els in tandem. Also, different scientific disciplines
are accustomed to using different tools and languages
to express their models; this leads to an ecosystem of
modeling techniques that can undermine the develop-
ment of more complex systems. Hence, in this work
we propose to use Modelica as a unified, formal, and
standard language to integrate models created both in
spreadsheets and System Dynamics (SD).

6.1 Why Modelica

We argue that Modelica is a good fit for a unified lan-
guage given it is open, standardized, object-oriented,
and equation-based. As a consequence, it supports
both acausal and causal modeling. This allows causal
models encoded for instance, in SD to be encoded in
Modelica. An example of an SD model is given in
Figure 3.
A Modelica model for the SD model in Figure 3 is
available in Listing 1. This exemplifies how Mod-
elica’s inheritance and composition permit an advan-
tageous component-based approach to reduce dupli-
cated equations in our model.
While there exists research proposing a similar
component-based approach for the SD paradigm
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Figure 3. A simple SD model modeling heat over time
in a coffee cup. This example is adapted from
(D. H. Meadows, 2008).

(Bauer & Bodendorf, 2006) it has yet to reach main-
stream adoption (Yeager et al., 2014).
Similarly to many SD tools, Modelica environments
usually include a graphical notation that modelers can
use to compose models using drag and drop. Exam-
ples of graphical modeling libraries for SD in the con-
text of Modelica include the System Dynamics library
(Cellier, 2008).

model CoffeeCup
parameter Real cStartTemp = 60;
parameter Real roomTemp = 18;
Real roomTemperature(start = roomTemp);
Real coffeeTemperature(start = cStartTemp);
Real tmpChange;
Real discrepancy;

equation
roomTemperature = 18;
tmpChange = discrepancy / 10;
der(coffeeTemperature) = -tmpChange;
discrepancy = coffeeTemperature - roomTemperature;

end CoffeeCup;

model Scenarios
CoffeeCup coffeeCupHeating(cStartTemp = 5);
CoffeeCup coffeeCupCooling(cStartTemp = 60);
Real hotCoffeeCooling = coffeeCupCooling.tmpChange;
Real hotCoffeeHeating = coffeeCupHeating.tmpChange;

end Scenarios;

Listing 1. Modelica model of the SD coffee cup model de-
picted in Figure 3. Here we use inheritance via
modification to enable the two scenarios.

6.2 Why Julia

In addition to Modelica, we successfully experi-
mentedwith translating the resultingModelica version
of the ESCIMO model to Julia.
There are several reasons for this translation. It exem-
plifies the ease of translation from a standardmodeling
language to other languages, and it provides access to
the simulation runtime of OpenModelica.jl. The lat-
ter comes with extensions to the Modelica language
for so-calledVariable-Structure-Systemswhich allows
conditional changing equations models during simula-
tion. Hence, models simulated in this environment can
be further modified to include scenarios where the dy-
namics of models radically change during the course
of a simulation (Tinnerholm et al., 2022).

Access to the Julia ecosystem also comes with several
advantages such as a wide set of scientific machine
learning tools enabling domain-aware and physics-
informed learning, state-of-the-art tools for bifurca-
tion analysis8 and interactive visualization9 to name
a few.
To conclude, in this section we have provided an ex-
tended discussion to exemplify the advantages of an
automatic translation from System Dynamics to other
formalisms. For further details, we refer to (Castro,
2019) which provides an extended discussion of this
topic in the context of global models.

7 Mapping XMILE To Modelica

XMILE is a standard format that allows the inter-
change of SD models between toolkits. In order to
map XMILE to Modelica an initial proof-of-concept
translator was written in Python. The translator works
by mapping entities described in the XMILE standard
to corresponding entities in Modelica. For brevity, we
will not describe all elements of the translator here
(the full source code of the translator and the result-
ing models are available upon request).

<model>
<sim_specs> <!-- OPTIONAL-->
...
</sim_specs>
<behavior> <!-- OPTIONAL-->

...
</behavior>
<variables> <!-- REQUIRED -->

...
</variables>
<views> <!-- OPTIONAL-->
...

</views>
</model>

Listing 2. High level structure of an SD model encoded in
XMILE (OASIS, 2015)

Listing 2 describes the overall structure of the model
tag in XMILE. The current translator from XMILE to
Modelica enumerates all variables and all equations
of an XMILE document. Then, for each variable tag,
it maps it one-to-one into a Modelica variable while
keeping auxiliary information (such as units and di-
mensions). Currently, the translator supports the fol-
lowing categories of variables:

• auxiliary

• stock

• flow

• delay1i

• delay3i
8Accessed 2023-05-09 BifurcationKit.jl
9Accessed 2023-05-09 Interact.jl

https://github.com/bifurcationkit/BifurcationKit.jl
https://github.com/JuliaGizmos/Interact.jl
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• delay3

• smooth3

• smooth

• sample_if_true

Each category for each variable is saved both to be
encoded in the final Modelica model and to generate
the correct equations. Likewise, the initial values of
each variable are used to construct the initial equations
of the resulting Modelica model.
The equations of the model are constructed based on
the category of each variable. The equations for aux-
iliary variables are translated verbatim since they may
be mapped to simple algebraic equations. However,
other categories of variables need to be transformed
into an equivalent Modelica construct. The XMILE
standard (OASIS, 2015) defines the stock as:

stockt = stockt−dt +dt · (in f lowst−dt −out f lowst−dt)

While this form is suitable for explicit solvers typi-
cally used in SD environments, in Modelica, the time
step is not available directly during the simulation, so
instead, this is reformulated as

der(stock) = in f lows−out f lows

where der(stock) is the continuous time derivative.
The mapping for a subset of these categories to the
corresponding Modelica equation is presented in Ta-
ble 1.

Table 1. Subset of Modelica to SD type matchings

SD Type Modelica Formulation

stock der(stock) = in f lows−out f lows
smooth der(smooth) = input−smooth

averagingTimeVariable
flow f low = in f low

We tested the translator with the ESCIMO model de-
scribed in Section 5.
Since ESCIMO is a part of Earth3 and takes some in-
put from spreadsheets, we also needed to integrate an
Excel parser in the translator.
The components of the spreadsheet model as defined
in Excel were mapped to Modelica lookup tables10
Once this mapping was complete, we validated the
model by running it using OpenModelica. The trans-
lation to Julia was simple, as described in Section 4;
an existing compiler from Julia to Modelica was used
for this purpose. The Julia compiler was validated by
10In Julia, these tables were defined and implemented using a
foreign function interface, OMRuntimeExternalC.jl, accessed
2023-05-16.

model ESCIMO
constant Real Future_volcanic_emissions(unit =

"GtVAe/yr") = 0.0 "CONST";↪→
constant Real Albedo_Antarctic_sens(unit = "fraction") =

0.7 "CONST";↪→
constant Real

Annual_pct_increase_CH4_emissions_from_2015_pct_yr(unit
= "1/yr") = 0.0 "CONST";

↪→
↪→

...
initial equation
Antarctic_ice_volume_km3 =

Antarctic_ice_volume_in_1850_km3 "STOCK";↪→
Arctic_ice__on_sea__area_km2 =

Arctic_ice_area_in_1850_km2 "STOCK";↪→
C_in_permafrost_in_form_of_CH4 = 1200.0 "STOCK";

...
equation
...

der(DESERT_Mkm2) =
flow_Shifting_GRASS_to_DESERT_Mkm2_yr -
flow_Sifting_DESERT_to_GRASS_Mkm2_yr "STOCK";

↪→
↪→
der(Fossil_fuel_reserves_in_ground_GtC) = -

flow_Man_made_fossil_C_emissions_GtC_yr "STOCK";↪→
der(GRASS_area_burnt_Mkm2) = flow_GRASS_burning_Mkm2_yr

- flow_GRASS_regrowing_after_being_burnt_Mkm2_yr
"STOCK";

↪→
↪→

...
UNIT_conversion_for_CH4_from_CO2e_to_C = 1/(16/12 *

Global_Warming_Potential_CH4) "AUX";↪→
UNIT_conversion_for_CO2_from_CO2e_to_C = 12/44 "AUX";
UNIT_conversion_from_MtCH4_to_GtC = 1 /( 1000 / 12 *

16) "AUX";↪→
...
flow_SW_surface_absorption=SW_surface_absorption

"FLOW";↪→
flow_GRASS_runoff=GRASS_runoff "FLOW";
flow_NATURE_CCS_Fig3_GtC_yr=NATURE_CCS_Fig3_GtC_yr

"FLOW";↪→
...
end ESCIMO

Listing 3. Excerpt from the translated ESCIMO model,
showing initial equations and equations for
some of the models’ stocks and flows.

comparing the simulation results of the resulting sim-
ulation code with that obtained from OpenModelica.
An excerpt of the ESCIMO model translated to Mod-
elica is available in Listing 3. The full Modelica and
the resulting full Julia models are available upon re-
quest.
This section has presented the XMILE to Modelica
translator capable of translating a significant subset of
XMILE as used by the ESCIMO model to Modelica.
The next part of this paper will present the results of
our validation experiments.

8 Simulation Results

During the course of our work, we experimented
with several iterations of the ESCIMO model. We
generated a corresponding Modelica model for the
three ESCIMO models presented in (Randers et al.,
2016, 2019; Randers & Goluke, 2020). This section,
however, will present our validation of the ESCIMO
model as presented in (Randers & Goluke, 2020). It
should be noted that there are several configurations
(or scenarios) in which one can simulate the model.
The validation presented in this section concerns Sce-
nario 1. The results were gathered from three simu-

https://github.com/OpenModelica/OMRuntimeExternalC.jl
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lations: the publicly available ESCIMO model (base-
line), the Modelica translation of this model, and the
Julia model.
In our experiments, we compared the simulated values
at every decade between 1850 to 2500 using the trans-
latedmodels and the referencemodel for the following
variables:

• Temperature surface anomaly compared to 1850
(Celsius), that is, the difference in average global
surface temperature compared to 1850.

• pH in warm surface water, that is, the acidity of
warm surface water.

• CO2 Concentration in PPM, that is, the concen-
tration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

The following numerical solvers were used:

• Runge-Kutta-411 for the Vensim simulation.

• DASSL for the OpenModelica12 simulation with
variable step-size, the absolute and relative toler-
ance was set to 1E −6.

• Rodas513 for the Julia simulation with variable
step-size, The absolute and relative tolerance was
set to 1E −6.

The resulting plots of these variables for the ESCIMO
model are depicted in Figure 4. From the plots in the
figure we observe that there is no visible difference
between the three models. The graphs reveal that the
translated models generate the same outcomes with
minimal variations.
The percentage difference between the original model
and the translated Modelica model for the Temper-
ature Anomaly is presented in Figure 5. The graph
shows that the difference between the original model
and the resulting Modelica variable was, at most
around 1%.
A plot highlighting the difference between the Julia
and Modelica model for the variable Temperature
Anomaly can be seen in Figure 6. As in the previous
experiment, the difference between the variables was
far below one percent, so it is not shown. In Figure 6,
we can see that there are no significant differences
between the Julia and OpenModelica environments.
The largest difference in values observed between the
Modelica and Julia models in Figure 6 occurred at
t = 1970. Here, the value was≈ 0.0552 and≈ 0.0571
for the Modelica and Julia models, respectively, a dif-
ference around 3.5%. To compare, the value reported
by the Vensim simulation was ≈ 0.0547. Hence, the
difference between the Julia and Vensim model was
11integration.html Accessed 2023-08-21
12OpenModelicaUsersGuide/latest/solving.html Accessed 2023-
08-21

13DiffEqDocs/stable/solvers/ode_solve/ Accessed 2023-08-21
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Figure 4. Graphs showing the simulation result of differ-
ent variables from the year 1850 to the year 2500
for the Vensim, Modelica and Julia.
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Figure 5. Difference in percent between the original SD
Model simulated in Vensim and the Modelica
model produced by the translator.

≈ 4.29%. The reason for this divergence is due to
how the Julia Simulation Engine handles a series of
hybrid discrete events that occur in 1970. To sum-
marize, the experiment shows a very small divergence
from the original model; furthermore, we can observe
that the dynamics of the resulting equations are the
same. These differences in values between the Mod-
elica and Vensim SD Model are due to differences in
the numerical solvers used in the experiment.

https://www.vensim.com/documentation/integration.html
https://openmodelica.org/doc/OpenModelicaUsersGuide/latest/solving.html
https://docs.sciml.ai/DiffEqDocs/stable/solvers/ode_solve/
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Figure 6. One excerpt for our comparison experiment that
shows the difference in percent for the tempera-
ture surface anomaly variable between the Mod-
elica and Julia models for each decade between
1850 and 2500.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

Simulation-based assessment of socio-bio-physical
systems necessarily involves a wide range of knowl-
edge domains. Different scientific disciplines tend to
use different tools and languages to express their mod-
els. This leads to an ecosystem of modeling tech-
niques that can undermine the development of more
complex systems. In this work, we have presented
a translator capable of translating models from one
formalism, System Dynamics, to an object-oriented
equation-based formalism as defined by the Model-
ica language. By so doing, we gained the ability to
extract models from any tool that can export System
Dynamics to XMILE and create a correct and equiva-
lent Modelica and Julia model using a new automatic
parser and translator. The existence of standard in-
termediate representation formats such as XMILE has
been fundamental in achieving this goal.
We validated our efforts by comparing the fidelity of
the translated model to the original Vensim model. In
our experiments, it was shown that the difference be-
tween the Vensim and Modelica models was negli-
gible, at most around 1% for the variables that were
compared, see Figure 5. The overall dynamics of the
translated system remained the same see the graphs
in Figure 4. Hence, we can draw the same conclu-
sions as (Randers & Goluke, 2020). As the main goal
was to investigate the fidelity of the translated mod-
els to the original model, certain aspects, such as ac-
curacy options of the numerical solvers and computa-
tional time, were not investigated in detail. However,
both the OpenModelica environment and the Julia en-
vironment support a wide variety of industrial strength
solvers capable of simulating models with more than
tens of thousands of equations and variables under
controlled accuracy (Ma et al., 2021; Fritzson et al.,
2020; Rackauckas & Nie, 2017).
As future work, it remains to increase the number
of functions and blocks supported by the translator
between XMILE to Modelica, since for the present

project the scope was set at what is necessary to meet
the needs of the ESCIMO model. Further, it could be
interesting to investigate the dynamics of a complete
Earth3 model described in Section 5 by replacing the
spreadsheet model with aModelica model and activat-
ing the now-disabled feedback loops.
Also, as the model is now available in Julia and Mod-
elica, it would be interesting to examine insights that
can be obtained using various powerful tools in the
Julia framework, such as scientific machine learn-
ing. It could also be interesting to augment the ES-
CIMO model using the structural variability of equa-
tions present in (Tinnerholm et al., 2022) and with
other complex models available in the wider Model-
ica ecosystem. Robust optimization-driven sensitivity
analysis could be performed for Earth3 using the OM-
Sens plugin available for the OpenModelica toolkit
(Danós et al., 2017).
We hope our work on unifying heterogeneous model-
ing paradigms will increase interdisciplinary collab-
oration in science and industry and enable a wider
community to gain additional insights into a system
as complex as planet Earth.
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